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Abstract

There is a reduction in the burden of malaria globally due to extensive application of bed

nets, indoor residual spraying, effective drugs and diagnostic tools. To sustain the gain and

accelerate the current reduction, there is a need for locally adapted effective, sustainable and

community accepted supplementary intervention. Growing evidence suggests that improving

housing reduce indoor density of vectors and incidence of malaria. This study assessed the

effect of house screening intervention on indoor malaria transmission, and its durability, and

community acceptance. A randomized control trial with two arms (houses with screened

doors and windows and without these interventions) was conducted in Arba Minch Town,

southwestern Ethiopia. Both epidemiological and entomological data were collected to

evaluate the impact of screening doors and windows on incidence of malaria and indoor

density of malaria vectors. The frequency of damage to different structure of screening was

measured in two round examinations with pre-prepared checklist. In-depth interviews with

semi-structured questioner in Amharic language were conducted with purposely selected

household heads from intervention group. A total of 477 participants, 50.1% (n = 239)

inhabitants of screened houses and 49.9% (n= 238) inhabitants of unscreened houses, were

followed for six months. Of 45 microscopically confirmed clinical malaria cases, 80 % (n =

36) were Plasmodium falciparum whereas the rest 20 % (n = 9) were Plasmodium vivax. The

incidence of P. falciparum malaria was low [Incidence Rate Ratio (IRR) 0.39, 95%

Confidence Interval (CI): 0.2 - 0.80, p = 0.01] among inhabitants of houses with screened

doors and windows compared to those living in unscreened houses. The Protective Efficacy

(PE) of screening doors and windows from clinical P. falciparum malaria was 61 % (95% CI:

18 - 83, p = 0.007). The mean indoor density of anopheline was 0.79 (95% Walad CI: 0.49,

1.25, p = 0.02) per CDC light trap per night, while it was 0 .35 (95% Walad CI: 0.22, 0.57) in

unscreened houses. The screened houses had 56% fewer anopheline and 54 % fewer culicine

compared to control houses. Among screened houses 97.9 % of screened windows and 63.8

% of screened doors were intact at eleven months of installation. Almost all participants of

in-depth interviews were willing to continue using the screening of doors and windows.

Screening of doors and windows are effective, durable and well-accepted means to control

indoor malaria transmission. Hence, currently available malaria control interventions can be
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supplemented with screening doors and windows with wire-mesh for further reducing and

ultimate eliminating of malaria.

Key Words: House screening, Malaria incidence, Mosquitoes indoor density, Dilfana,

Ethiopia
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1 Introduction

1.1 Background

Malaria is one of the serious public health problem worldwide, with an estimate cases of 214

million and deaths 438,000 in the year 2015 (WHO, 2015a). Africa contributed to most of

cases and deaths followed by the World Health Organization (WHO) South-East Asia

Region. Despite this high burden, in past few decades, a remarkable widespread reductions in

malaria prevalence and case incidence have been achieved across endemic African countries

(Bhatt et al., 2015). The extensive utilization of malaria control interventions were

considered to be responsible for most of the decline, though even they remain below

international targets for universal coverage (WHO, 2015a). The two malaria vector control

interventions; long lasting insecticidal nets (LLINs) and indoor residual spray (IRS) were

estimated to be responsible for 78% of averted cases, from which 68% reduction is blamed to

be due to LLINs (Bhatt et al., 2015). Thus, they were prevented an estimated 663 million

malaria cases between 2000 and 2015.

Ethiopia is one of the malaria endemic countries in sub-Saharan African. According to 2015

WHO malaria report, approximately 60% of the total population lives in malaria risky areas

(WHO, 2015a). The malaria parasite prevalence of all age group in endemic area were 1.3%,

which is lower than, 1.4% in under 10 children (MIS, 2011). The highest proportion of

malaria infection is due to P. falciparum and P. vivax, but the proportion varies based on

topography and altitude. The dominant malaria vector is An. arabiensis (Abose et al., 1998).

The coverage of malaria control intervention was increasing worldwide. Ethiopia also

intensified its focus on scaling up IRS that resulted in a more than two-fold increase in

coverage from 2007 to 2011. Similarly, there was an increase in the percentage of households

protected by LLINs (MIS, 2011). In spite of an increased coverage in malaria control

intervention, millions of people in malaria endemic countries are without any malaria vector

control interventions in 2014 (WHO, 2015a). Moreover, effectiveness of LLINs and IRS are

under threat of insecticide resistant vector populations (Ranson and Lissenden, 2016). The

resistance of Plasmodium species for anti-malarial drug is also increasing, and P. falciparum

resistance to artemisinin has been detected in Greater Mekong sub-region (WHO, 2015a) and
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P. vivax developed resistance to chloroquine in several countries including Ethiopia (WHO,

2015a). Hence, there is a need to fill gaps in malaria vector control intervention in malaria

endemic countries to sustain the gain and accelerate the reduction of transmission (Noor et

al., 2014).

Evidence indicates that poor housing have an associated with increased risk of malaria

incidence (Tusting et al., 2015). Moreover, high number of host-seeking malaria vectors are

found in houses regardless of high coverage of indoor based malaria interventions

(Lwetoijera et al., 2013). Improving housing such as screening doors and windows, closing

opening of eaves and installing ceilings can reduce human vector contact (Carter, 2014).

House screening has reduced the number of mosquitoes inside houses in The Gambia (Kirby

et al., 2009). In Ethiopia screening doors and windows has also reduced the indoor density of

malaria vector (Massebo and Lindtjørn, 2013;Getawen, 2016). Moreover, housing

interventions have no contribution for insecticide resistance development in malaria vector

populations but provide protection from the bites of both resistant and susceptible malaria

vectors population.

On the other hand, there is only little research that demonstrates the effectiveness of

improving housing on malaria incidence. Hence, there is need to  demonstrate  the  protective

efficacy  of  improved  housing  in  different  settings to  accelerate  adoption  of  housing

interventions (RBM/UNDP, 2015). Same researches showed that there is a preference on the

type of house improvement that may affect the community acceptance (Kirby et al., 2010).

For example, most of households’ preferred full screening, but screened ceilings also

appreciated in The Gambia. Even there is preference in type of house screening; it is a well-

appreciated malaria vector control method. Moreover, the durability of house screening

intervention varies depending on parts of houses modified. The screened windows and eaves

suffered little or no damage after 12 months in The Gambia (Kirby et al., 2010). However,

the screened doors suffered greater damage in the same period. Regardless of variation in

duration between house screening types, it is generally durable method of malaria vector

control in The Gambia.
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The available evidence suggests that screening of doors and windows reduced the indoor

density of malaria vector by 48%, and the entomological inoculation rate of An. arabiensis

by 70% in Arba Minch Town, Ethiopia (Getawen, 2016), but there is little evidence on the

effectiveness of housing intervention against malaria incidence, its durability and community

acceptance. Hence, this research is aimed to assess the effect of house screening on indoor

malaria transmission, and its durability and community acceptance This will provide

practical information on housing intervention for malaria control that will help to make a

decision by concerning bodies to incorporate housing intervention like screening doors and

windows as a supplemental to existing malaria control method.
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1.2 Statement of the problem

In Ethiopia, regardless of an increased coverage and utilization of malaria vector control

interventions, malaria continues to be the public health problem. In addition, LLINs is the

only intervention in urban areas like Arba Minch, which is one of malaria endemic areas in

Ethiopia. The two Kebeles; Dilfana and Kulifo are malaria hotspots with intense

transmission. Thus, the burden of malaria still exist and the existing vector control strategies

may not be sufficient to stop transmission. sThis may be due to resistance of malaria vector

to insecticide used for treatment of LLINs and anti-malarial drug resistance and low

adherence of community on the existing interventions. These indicate there is a need for

additional malaria vector control intervention which is durable, with high level of community

acceptance and effective in reducing the incidence of malaria.

1.3 Objectives of the study

General objective

 To assess the effect of screening doors and windows on indoor malaria transmission,

and its durability and community acceptance in Arba Minch Town, southwestern

Ethiopia.

Specific objectives

1. To evaluate the impact of screening doors and windows on indoor malaria

transmission

2. To evaluate the impact of screening doors and windows on indoor density of

mosquitoes

3. To assess the durability of screening doors and windows

4. To assess community acceptance of screening doors and windows

1.4 Research questions

1. Does screening of doors and windows reduce indoor malaria transmission in Arba

Minch Town, southwestern Ethiopia?
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2. Does screening of doors and windows reduce indoor density of mosquitoes in Arba

Minch Town, southwestern Ethiopia?

3. Does screening doors and windows are durable malaria vector control intervention in

Arba Minch Town, southwestern Ethiopia?

4. Does the community accept screening doors and windows as malaria vector control

intervention in Arba Minch Town, southwestern Ethiopia?

1.5 Significance of the study

This study will provide practical evidence on the impact of housing intervention in reduction

of malaria incidence. The study is also intended to generate information on the level of

community acceptance and durability of screening doors and windows. Hence, this research

provide with promising evidence for those who in need of additional malaria control

methods. It can also allow evidence based decision making to complement LLINs with

screening housing in urban settings. The evidence can also go beyond the study population to

help in prevention of residual malaria transmission to achieve malaria elimination.
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2 Literature review

2.1 Burden of malaria

Malaria is a major cause of illness and deaths worldwide (WHO, 2015a). The highest

proportion of illness and deaths are contributed by few countries from sub-Saharan African,

88% of illness and 90% of deaths in 2015. According to WHO, 60% of the total populations,

which accounts for 75% of landmass were in malaria risky regions in Ethiopia (WHO,

2015a). There is a difference in prevalence of malaria parasite through altitudinal gradient

(MIS, 2011). The prevalence of malaria parasite at altitude < 2,000m is 13-fold higher than at

altitude >2,000m, which is 1.3% to 0.1% respectively. This probably shows that altitude is

the determinate of malaria in Ethiopia. In addition, rainfall that ends up with increased

malaria vector breeding sites is also associated with increased incidence of malaria.

Demographic characteristics; socio-economic status and age are also positively associated

with malaria in Ethiopia (Ayele et al., 2012, 2013;Tefera, 2014). The infection with P.

falciparum and P. vivax accounted for 59% and 41% respectively in the year 2015 (WHO,

2015a).

2.2 Principal malaria vectors in Africa

The dominant malaria vectors in Africa were An. gambiae, An. arabiensis, An. coluzzii and

An. funestus (Sinka et al., 2012) (Fig. 1). The distribution of malaria vector were affected by

temperature, altitude, seasonality and annual precipitation (Moffett et al., 2007). In Ethiopia,

An. arabiensis is the predominant and most important malarial vector (Abose et al., 1998), it

adapts to endophagic and endophilic patterns where hosts are domestic and indoors, but are

exophagic and exophilic, when the hosts are mainly outdoors (Ameneshewa and Service,

1996). An. funestus, An. pharoensis and An. nili are secondary vectors (Abose et al., 1998).

The predominant malaria vector in south-west Ethiopia including the study site is An.

arabiensis (Massebo and Lindtjørn, 2013;Getawen, 2016)
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Figure 1 A map showing the distribution of the three most dominant malaria vectors in
Africa, source (Sinka et al., 2012)

2.3 Malaria control interventions

There are multiple malaria control interventions which are developed, proved, adopted and

implemented worldwide. Some of existing malaria control interventions are targeted in

reducing human vector contact, while others are intended to reduce malaria vector breeding

sites. Early preventive therapy with anti-malarial drug in pregnant women and infants to

reduce active cause is used in malarious countries (WHO, 2015a). Evidence indicates that

improvement in housing condition reduce indoor malarial risk. The malaria vector control

interventions currently in use includes LLINs, IRS, larval source management (LSM),

preventive therapy with anti-malarial drugs and early diagnosis and treatment of cases.
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2.3.1 Adult malaria vector control

Mosquito net use for preventing malaria transmission is implemented worldwide. It prevent

malaria through its knock-down and repellent effect and by acting as a physical barrier

(WHO, 2012). As the WHO report approximately 154 million LLINs were distributed in sub-

Saharan Africa in 2015 (WHO, 2015a). Since 2000, it provided greatest input in the

reduction of malaria burden in malaria endemic sub-Saharan Africa (Bhatt et al., 2015).

Despite of this high number of distribution abundant number of people at risk for malaria

where not reached (WHO, 2015a).

The second most widely implemented malaria control intervention is IRS. Even there is

decrease in the coverage from 2010 to 2014, approximately 116 million people at risk of

malaria were protected in the year 2014 by IRS worldwide (WHO, 2015a). In sub-Saharan

Africa 6% of the total population at risk and 70% of population in countries where IRS is the

primary method of vector control were protected in 2015 (WHO, 2015a). It contributed for

the 10 % of reduction in the burden of malaria worldwide since 2000 (Bhatt et al., 2015).

Ethiopia accounts for one third of the population protected by IRS in Africa in 2013 (WHO,

2015a).

2.3.2 Larval control

Larval control mainly focuses on the reduction of larval breeding site through habitat

modification or manipulation . The community based larval habitat modification and

manipulation are cheap and effective in areas with low malaria transmission intensity in

Ethiopia (Yohannes et al., 2005). Despite of its effectiveness and ease applicability; less than

one half of malaria reported countries in 2014 were used larval breeding site reduction as

malaria control intervention (WHO, 2015a). Larval control also includes killing of larvae in

their breeding sites using larvicide and biological means (Thwing et al., 2011). The larval

control strategies are now in need to prioritize for more extensive development and

implementation in Africa (Killeen et al., 2002;Thwing et al., 2011). The burden of malaria

was successfully reduced through different larval control methods in many malaria endemic

countries such as integration of habitat source management (Shililu et al., 2007) in Eritrea,

Brazil, India, and Vietnam. However, for the successful implementation of larval control, the
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breeding sites could be well defined, limited in number and accessible (Fillinger and

Lindsay, 2011).

2.3.3 Preventive therapies for malaria

Chemoprevention or preventive therapies is prevention of malaria by providing dose of anti-

malaria drug during pregnancy and infancy. Intermittent preventive therapy in pregnancy

(IPTp) reduces parasite prevalence and placental malaria transmission. Evidences showed

that IPTp is associated with positive effects on anaemia and parasitaemia in mother (Radeva-

Petrova et al., 2014) and birth weight of infants (Garner and Gülmezoglu, 2006;Radeva-

Petrova et al., 2014), thus possibly on perinatal deaths (Garner and Gülmezoglu, 2006). The

use of anti-malarial drugs in children as prophylaxes during transmission season reduce

episodes of clinical malaria, including severe malaria (Meremikwu et al., 2012). WHO

recommends IPTp and anti-malaria drug for infants as prophylaxes in malaria endemic

countries, especially in Africa (WHO, 2015a). But, most of malaria endemic countries

including Ethiopia have not yet adopted. However, the use of IPTp has increased since WHO

revised its recommendation in 2012 (WHO, 2015a).

2.3.4 Early diagnosis and prompt treatment

Early diagnosis and immediate treatment of identified case with effective drug enhance rapid

reduction of malaria burden. It reduces malaria transmission by reducing parasite prevalence

in reservoir host. Since 2010, WHO has recommended that all persons with suspected

malaria in all settings should undergo malaria diagnostic testing, by either microscopy or

rapid diagnostic test (RDT) (WHO, 2012). The proportion of febrile cases who are receiving

a malaria diagnostic test in public sector has increased (WHO, 2015a). The proportion of

febrile children who received a finger or heel stick as well treatment with ACT for P.

falciparum malaria is increased in sub-Saharan public health sector (WHO, 2015a). The use

of ACT for treatment of P. Falciparum were contributed for the 22% reduction in malaria

incidence in Africa since 2000 (Bhatt et al., 2015).

2.3.5 Housing improvement and malaria

Evidences indicate that there is a difference in malaria transmission in houses with different

structure. That means houses with different structure pose different malaria risk for
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inhabitants (Tusting et al., 2015). So, house design improvement in a way that prevent

mosquito house entry can complement malaria control intervention (Lwetoijera et al., 2013).

House improvement is a modification or change in houses design in a way to prevent home

entry of malaria vector (Lindsay et al., 2002). It includes screening windows and doors,

closing eaves, patching cracks in walls, and installing ceilings.

The protective efficacy of house improvement as a malaria control intervention is not

depends on insecticide and protects all inhabitants all time while they are indoor (Bradley et

al., 2013). In addition to that house modification (screening of doors and windows) can

easily be installed, cost effective and can easily be incorporated to complement existing

malaria vector control strategies by local communities (Massebo and Lindtjørn, 2013).

Further once house modification is in place it can effectively prevent house entering malaria

vector for long time (Kampango et al., 2013). However, not all housing improvement are

equally effective, since there is a local difference in housing (Carter, 2014). It is in need of

research to evaluate the protective effect of specific housing features and understand what

housing improvements can be designed to be utilized in a broad array of settings (Wanzirah

et al., 2015).

In Tanzania, children living in high quality houses have one-third lower malaria incidence

rates than children in lowest quality houses (Liu et al., 2014). Similarly children in modern

homes build by habitat for humanity had a 44% less odds of malaria than children in

traditional homes in rural Malawi (Wolff et al., 2001). The screening of doors and windows

reduce the incidence of malaria (Lindsay et al., 2002). The closing of eaves and screening of

houses reduced odd of malaria infection in Equatorial Guinea (Bradley et al., 2013). Living

in modern houses poses 47 % lower odds of malaria infection than traditional houses and a

45 - 65 % lower odds of clinical malaria (Tusting et al., 2015).

Improvement in housing; screening of doors and windows and closing openings on eves and

walls reduced the indoor densities of An. arabiensis in Ethiopia (Massebo and Lindtjørn,

2013). There is slight variation in reduction through abdominal stage; the reduction is more

pronounced in unfed 42%, than overall reduction 40%. Full screening of houses resulted 59%

reduction of indoor density of principal malaria vector in The Gambia (Kirby et al., 2009).
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The modification of ceiling also showed to reduce in indoor density of An. gambiae s. l. and

An. funestus in western Kenya (Atieli et al., 2009). Screened ceilings produced 47%

reduction of indoor density of malaria vector in The Gambia (Kirby et al., 2009).The

reduction of indoor vector density can reduce infective bite by malaria vectors that can result

in low infection and morbidity by Plasmodium parasite (Lindsay et al., 2002;Atieli et al.,

2009;Hiscox et al., 2013). Housing improvement that including screening of doors and

windows, closing eaves, patching cracks in walls, and installing ceilings are reduced indoor

risk of malaria. However, improving doors and windows fitness may increase the efficacy of

screenings (Massebo and Lindtjørn, 2013).

2.4 Durability and community acceptance of screening intervention

The long-term effectiveness and potential impact of housing as a malaria intervention will

depend on its acceptability, durability, cost-effectiveness and feasibility of implementation at

scale. Especially, housing interventions, screening doors, which rely on active community

participation, positive attitude of community toward intervention may have additive effect for

long lasting effectiveness of intervention. Those interventions which are effective for long

period of time can reduce the cost for repeated implementation and may increase level of

community acceptance. In Dar es Salaam, screens and installation of ceilings were highly

accepted, that implies excellent uptake can be achieved in similar urban settings (Ogoma et

al., 2009).The installation of both screening and ceiling were also well-appreciated in The

Gambia and they are durable vector control tool (Kirby et al., 2010). The acceptability of

ceiling modification is also tested to be high in Kenya as well and is expected to be of high

benefit when used in combination with other malaria control strategies (Atieli et al., 2009).

2.5 Challenges of malaria control

Despite the progress made in malaria control and elimination, it faced serious challenges that

can hinder the future control effort. There are wide distributed insecticide resistance malaria

vector populations and emergence of ACT resistant Plasmodium parasites. The difficulty to

treat P. vivax due to chloroquine resistance is another threat of malaria control and

elimination programmes (Battle et al., 2012).
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2.5.1 Insecticide resistance and behavioral plasticity

The effectiveness of current malaria vector control methods depends on application of

effective insecticides. The widespread development of resistance by malaria vectors for

pyrethroid insecticides, only class of insecticide used for LLINs, would pose a serious

challenge to malaria control (Hemingway et al., 2016;Ranson and Lissenden, 2016), by

reducing the effective number of insecticides for public use. The resistance population of An.

arabiensis is widespread in Ethiopia can pose similar challenge (Yewhalaw et al., 2011). The

behavioral resistance of malaria vectors such as outdoor and early hours biting can reduce the

exposure of vectors to treated nets and sprayed walls and hence may compromise the efficacy

of LLINs and IRS (Sokhna et al., 2013;Killeen and Chitnis, 2014). So, there is need to take

timely measure such as implementing insecticide resistance management and innovating

additional vector control intervention within the frame work of integrated vector

management.

2.5.2 Drug resistance

Anti-malarial drug resistance has substantial implications on malaria control and global

public health. The resistance of Plasmodium parasites for anti-malarial drug, P. falciparum to

artemisinin and P. vivax to chloroquine were increasing (WHO, 2015a). Artemisinin

resistance extended across much of Myanmar (Tun et al., 2015), and there is a threat of

spread to Africa as well (Newton et al., 2011). Therefore, in addition to multifaceted

approach to eliminate low quality drugs (Nayyar et al., 2012), new appropriate therapeutic

regimens were in need to prevent spread of artemisinin resistance (Tun et al., 2015). In

Ethiopia, P. falciparum was developed resistance for chloroquine (Alene and Bennett, 1996),

similarly chloroquine-resistant P. vivax parasites are emerging in some part of the country as

well (Teka et al., 2008; Heuchert et al., 2015).

2.6 Future prospective in malaria control

The burden of malaria has been reduced since 2000 in many malaria endemic countries and

some are planning towards elimination (WHO, 2015a). WHO developed a new ambitious

strategic plan for reducing malaria mortality and case incidence by at least 90%, and to

eliminate malaria from at least 35 countries (WHO, 2015b). The plan believed to be achieved
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through combinations of interventions tailored to local contexts. The innovation of new tools

and their implementation approaches are in need to enable countries to maximize their

progression along the path to elimination.

The factors that limit the effectiveness of existing interventions are extremely important and

must be addressed. The development, evaluation, and implementation of new insecticides

must be accelerated (Ranson and Lissenden, 2016), and an evidence base for how best to

deploy insecticide to minimize the spread of resistance must be generated to ensure the

success of future malaria control efforts. However, in areas where there is full

implementation of core interventions, malaria transmission were continued (WHO, 2014),

because of residual malaria transmission, that becomes increasingly important and maintain

transmission (WHO, 2015a). Thus, there is a need to develop new tools and strategies for

delivering interventions.
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3 Materials and methods

3.1 Description of study area

This study was conducted in Arba Minch Town, southwestern Ethiopia (fig. 2). The Town is

located 505 km south of Addis Ababa, the capital city of Ethiopia. It is located at 06º05’-N

latitude and 37º 38’-E longitude and its elevation is 1218 meters above sea level. The Town

has total population of 108, 965 (Unpublished Town Health Office data). The annual average

rainfall is 929 mm with two rain seasons: September-November and April-June. Kulifo River

cross Dilfana and Kulifo Kebeles (lowest administrative rank) and flows throughout the year

that is considered as the main malaria vector bearding site.

In 2015, two sub-Kebeles (part of Kebele), Gebeya Dar from Dilfana and Georges from

Kulifo Kebele (nearest to the Kulifo River) were purposely selected to assess the impact of

house screening intervention on entomological indices of malaria transmission (with trial

registration number of PACTR201612001891179; registration title is reducing indoor

malaria transmission through improved housing). Of 318 households in both sub-Kebeles, 98

were systematically selected (Getawen, 2016). Since this study is the continuation of the

pervious study project, the same households (control and intervention groups) were involved.

Figure 2 Location of the study sites: Gebeya Dar and George’s sub-Kebeles in Arba Minch
Town source (Getawen, 2016)
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3.2 Study design and study population

A randomized control trial with two arms; intervention and control was conducted to assess

the effect of screening doors and windows on entomological indices of indoor malaria

transmission (Getawen, 2016). The baseline entomological data was collected from enrolled

households from July to December 2015. Based on the baseline data, the houses were

randomized into control and intervention groups using IBM SPSS version 20 (fig. 3). Then,

the windows and doors of 47 houses were screened with wire-mesh in February 2016 and the

other 47 were left unscreened to use as control. The screened doors were fixed on the frame

of the main door externally using hinges. Windows screening was permanently fixed

externally. All the household members were eligible for this study. The main objectives were

to see if screening the doors and windows reduce the incidence of clinical malaria in

interventional group, and its durability and community acceptance.

3.3 Sample size determination and sampling

The sample size was determined by considering 80 % of power to detect a 50 % reduction

indoor number of malaria vectors caught per CDC light trap per night due to intervention

compared to control groups. By assuming risk ratio 2 and using OpenEpi software, the total

calculated number of households for the trial was 92 and considering 5 % loss to follow-up,

98 households was calculated for the pervious study. The total number of inhabitants among

94 enrolled households in the previous study were counted to be 477. Since this sample size

is sufficient to conduct epidemiological study, the same households were followed.

Using systematic random sampling method, 32 houses from Gebeya Dar sub-Kebele and 66

were from George’s sub-Kebele were included in the study. The eligible households were

identified from list in each Kebele health post and cross checked by visiting each household.

The first household was selected by lottery method and the K value is calculated to be 3,

every 3rd household was included in the study. If the households were not willing to

participate in the study, the next household near to the house was selected if fulfilled the

inclusion criteria.
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Figure 3 Flow chart of the study in Gebeya Dar and Georges sub-Kebeles, Arba Minch
Town, southwestern Ethiopia (Getawen, 2016)

Arba Minch Town: Gebeya Dar and George’s Sub-Kebeles were
purposely selected

Gebeya Dar sub-Kebele George’s sub-Kebele

32 houses were included 66 houses were included

Mosquito sampled in selected houses
(July-Dec 2015)

Mosquito sampled in selected houses

(July-Dec 2015)

1 houses excluded-did not agree
to continue

3 houses excluded-did not
agree to continue

Houses were randomized into control

and intervention
Houses were randomized into

control and intervention

15 houses were screened and 16 used as
control (Jan-Feb 2016)

32 houses were screened and 31
used as control (Jan- Feb, 2016)

Total of 477 participants from both sub-Kebeles were followed for six

months with ACS for malaria with axillary temperature and RDT testing
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3.4 Inclusion and exclusion criteria

Those households with more than two members and no plan to move out of the sub-Kebele

during the study period were included. The presence of children in the household likely

increases the frequency of opening and closing of doors at the evening and hence increases

the chance of mosquito entry to houses. Hence, to minimize such bias we included those

households at least with one child age between 5-14 years. Those households with more than

two doors and windows were excluded to reduce the costs of intervention and bias. And also

households with less than two members were excluded to maximize the chance of getting

family member during the visit.

3.5 Outcome variables

The principal outcome variables are the incidence of malaria, the community acceptance and

durability of screening windows and doors. The second primary outcome variable is indoor

density of mosquitoes.

3.6 Malaria incidence study design

Active case surveillance (ACS) was conducted biweekly from July to December 2016. Using

pre-prepared checklist that contain the list of all household members, clinical assessment;

measuring axillary temperature of all household inhabitants with digital thermometer was

conducted. Then, blood specimen collection from fingertip for participants whose axillary

temperature is ≥37.50c for RDT testing was done. Those participants who were tested

positive with RDT; thin and thick blood smears were prepared for later confirmation using

microscopy, and they were immediately treated according to the Ethiopian national malaria

treatment guide line for free.

Only biweekly ACS was used for malaria data collection because of the availability of

multiple health care facilities for care seeking client that may make difficult to conduct

passive surveillance. The frequency of ACS was made to ensure the maximum participation

and hence believed to minimize the loss of malaria cases. In each day visit 20 houses (10
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from each arm) were examined that lasted for five consecutive days. Back tracing for lost at

time of home visit was conducted in the next morning and sixth day.

During ACS, clinical assessment was conducted by the clinical nurse for determining axillary

temperature from all participants. The laboratory technician collected blood sample from

fingertip of participant with axillary temperature ≥ 37.50c, tested with RDT for malaria

parasite and prepared thin and thick slide smear at time of home visit. Thick blood smear was

used for parasites identification, whereas thin smear was for parasite speciation. The slide

was examined with recommended magnification power by senior laboratory technologist by

blinding RDT result. The slide which is positive in first examination was considered as

clinical malaria. However, second round examination was conducted for negative slide in

first round examination by blinding both RDT and first round microscope result, and thus if

the result is negative it is taken as negative and if it is positive it is taken as positive.

3.7 Mosquito sampling

Using the data in the previous study as a baseline (Getawen, 2016), total of 20 houses (10

from each arm) with highest number of indoor malaria vector were identified and included

for mosquito sampling. The indoor host seeking mosquitoes were collected biweekly from

July to December 2016 using Center for Disease Control (CDC) and prevention light traps.

After having oral consent from head of households, the light traps were positioned 1meter

from the floor near the foot end of person who slept under insecticide untreated bed net(Lines

et al., 1991). Collections were made between 19:00 hour and 06:00 hour. In the morning the

bugs with trapped mosquitoes’ were transported to Arba Minch University medical

entomology laboratory, and killed by refrigeration. Female anopheline were identified using

a morphological key (Gillies and Coetee, 1987) and all trapped mosquitos were recorded in

pre-prepared checklist and discarded.

3.8 Durability study of screening intervention

Baseline observation of screening was made with checklist in May, 2016, to observe the

availability of all screened houses (Fig. 4). Head of screened houses were instructed to keep

their doors closed wherever possible, to be careful when carrying sharp objects near the
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netting and to take care of children and domestic animals, since they are the most important

causes of damage to screening (Kirby et al., 2010). Then, any damage to the wire-mesh and

other structural elements of the screening were assessed with checklist in September and

December 2016. The durability surveys were carried out two times, three months apart to

record the data such as the condition of netting (intact, some damage, badly damaged) and

the number of holes and its diameter in cm. The condition of the wooden framework of doors

and windows; the condition of the wooden battens that held the doors and windows in place;

whether the doors are still tightly fitting within the frames and whether the door is open at the

time of survey. All houses in interventional arms were involved to assess the durability of

screening intervention. The households head where asked for when to closes screened doors,

cause of damage and for any maintenance for damage.

3.9 Community acceptance study

Questions with five main topics; effect of screening, problems with screened doors,

perception of screening on appearance of house, upkeep and cost of replacement were

prepared and commented, then translated in to Amharic language. In-depth interview were

conducted with 24 purposively selected heads of households from interventional arm from

Figure 4. Screened doors and windows at eleven months of installation in Arba Minch

town, Southwestern Ethiopia (December, 2016)
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November 24 to 27, 2016. Radio record were used to catch up all responses and then

compared with notes for consistence. The information were used to assess perceptions and to

identify the key concerns and benefits from screening as perceived by interviewee, hence to

evaluated the community acceptance of screening.

3.10 Data management and analysis

ACS checklist with demographic data of each inhabitant of enrolled house was prepared.

During home to home visit, data from clinical assessment (axillary temperature) and

laboratory test (RDT result) of each measurement were recorded in ACS check-list. At the

end of each visit, data on the ACS check-list were entered in to excel spread sheet. The time

between home visits for clinical malaria case identification were calculated as person-time at

risk. After every positive result, participant who treated with artemrther-lumefantirne, 10.5

days were reduced from their person-time risk to account for the half-life of the lumefantirne

(Ezzet et al., 2000). At the end of collection data in excel spread sheet transported to stata

version 13 for analysis. Mosquitos data including malaria vector from CDC trap were

recorded in checklist and female anopheline data were sorted into species and all mosquito

data was entered in to excel spread sheet in the next morning of collection. At the end of

collection mosquitoes data were imported into IBM SPSS version 20 for analysis.

Clinical malaria case data were analyzed using Poisson regression with generalized linear

model approach. The Log-transformed person-time was used as an offset variable. Incidence

Rate ratios (IRR) and 95% CI were calculated from model parameters. The protective

effectiveness (PE) of screening was calculated as 1- R1/ R0 * 100%. R1 is the incidence rate

among participant in screened houses, which is calculated as number of cases in screened

houses over the study period per person-time at risk. Whereas R0 is the incidence rate of

malaria among study participant in non-screened houses, which were calculated as number of

cases among study participant in non-screened houses within study period per person-time at

risk. The attributable rate (AR) differences were also calculated as R1- R0, to evaluate the

public health importance of screening doors and windows. AR was interpreted as the number

of malaria infections prevented by screening doors and windows per year.
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Mosquito data within household were described as mean number of mosquitoes per CDC

light trap per night. A Generalized Estimating Equations (GEE) with a negative binomial

error distribution were used to account for over dispersion of mosquito counts. A first-order

autoregressive correlation structure was considered to account a serial correlation between

repeated catches made in the same house. The GEE were fitted separately for counts of

anopheline, culicine and overall mosquitoes to determine the protective effect of screenings

against house entry. The mean’s ratio was used to determine the percentage reduction of

house entry. The statistical significance of screening effect was tested by P-value obtained

from GEEs at 0.05 level.

The number of holes on door and window netting was analyzed as ordinal data (0–2 holes v 3

+ holes). The frequency and percentage of damage to different structural component (netting,

wooden frame and wooden battens that held the doors and windows in place) was measured.

Similarly the frequency and percentage of whether the doors are still tightly fitting within the

frames and the door is open at the time of home visit is analyzed.

The record and notes form in-depth interview were compared and consensus were made

when there is disagreement and sections of recording that is poorly recorded were removed.

Then a single transcript was generated for all in-depth interviews and entered into Open code

version 3.6.2.0, UMDAC and epidemiology, university of Umea and specific questions

coded. All coded responses from all in-depth interviews were used to draw generalized views

across the issues interviewed.

3.11 Ethical approval

The study was conducted in the advance of ethical approval by Ethiopia Public Health

Institute (EPHI) (SERO 042-12-2015) for the prior study that assessed the impact of house

screening intervention on entomological indices of malaria vectors. The significance of this

study was discussed with the Town and Kebeles administrative to obtain permission. Written

informed consent from head of households, oral consent from participants whose age greater

than 18 year and ascent from children was taken prior to physical examination and specimen

collection.
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4 Results

4.1 Study populations for clinical malaria

A total 477 participants were enrolled, 50.1% (n = 239) were in screened houses and 49.9%

(n = 238) were in unscreened houses. The mean age of participants at time of enrollment was

19.4 year and most, (53.1%, n = 253) were in age group of greater than or equal to 15 year,

31.4% (n= 150) were in age group between 5 to < 15 year and the rest 15.5% (n = 74) were

in age group between 6 months to < 5 year (Table 1). Of all participants, 53.2% (n = 254)

were female and 46.8% (n = 223) were males.

Table 1. Participants characteristics for the study of housing effect on indoor malaria

transmission in Arba Minch Town, southwestern Ethiopia (July – December, 2016).

Characteristics Control Screened Total

Households enrolled 47 47 94

Number of participants 238 (49.9%) 239 (50.1%) 477

Age of participants

Mean age 19.7 (17.8-21.6) 19.1 (17.3-21.0) 19.4 (18.0-20.7)

6 month-4 year 36 (48.6%) 38 (51.4%) 74

5-14 year 73 (48.7%) 77 (51.3%) 150

>=15 year 129 (51.0%) 124 (49.0%) 253

Sex of participants

Male 108 (48.4%) 115 (51.6%) 223

Female 130 (51.2%) 124 (48.8%) 254

Control= inhabitants of unscreened houses, screened = inhabitants of screened houses and

Total = inhabitants of both unscreened and screened houses.
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4.2 Efficacy of intervention on clinical malaria

Of 49 RDT positive cases, 45 were confirmed to be positive for malaria with microscopy.

Among which 80% (n = 36) were P. falciparum and the rest, 20 % (n = 9) were P. vivax. The

total person-year of follow up was 219.3. The incidence of P. falciparum among inhabitants

of houses with screened doors and windows was lower (IRR: 0.39, 95% CI: 0.2 - 0.80, p =

0.01) compared with inhabitants in unscreened houses (Table 2). The protective efficacy of

screening doors and windows was 61% (95% CI 18 - 83, p = 0.007) for P. falciparum. The

attributable rate difference (the incidence rate differences between control and intervention

groups) was 0.15. That means, screening doors and windows were averted 0.15 P. falciparum

infections per person-year at risk.

Table 2. Efficacy of screening doors and windows on the incidence of clinical malaria in

Arba Minch Town, southwestern Ethiopia (July – December, 2016).

Cumulative

Intervention

pScreened** Control*

No. of P. falciparum 36 10 26 -

Person-year 219.3 109.8 109.5 -

Incidence density - 0.09 0.24 -

IRR (95% CI) - 0.39 (0.2, 0.80) - 0.01

% PE (95% CI) - 61 (18, 83) - 0.007

Attributable rate (AR) - 0.15 (0.04, 0.25) - -

** Inhabitants of houses with screened doors and windows, * Inhabitants of houses without

screening on doors and windows. PE = protective efficacy; IRR = Incident rate ratio.
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4.3 Mosquito abundance and species composition

From 240 CDC light traps, 137 anopheline and 2007 culicine mosquitoes were collected

during the study period. An. arabiensis was the predominant (90.5%; n = 127) species

followed by An. pretoriensis (6.6%; n=9) and An. pharoensis (2.9%; n = 4). Of 137

anopheline collected, 30.7 % (n = 42) were from screened houses and 69.3% (n = 95) were

from unscreened houses (control houses) and 45.2% (n = 62) were gravid, 41.6% (n = 57)

were unfed, 6.6% (n = 9) were fresh fed and 6.6% (n = 9) were half gravid.

4.4 The efficacy of intervention on indoor densities of mosquitoes

The mean number of anopheline was 0.79 (95% Walad CI: 0.49, 1.25) per CDC light trap per

night in unscreened houses, while it was 0 .35 (95% Walad CI: 0.22, 0.57) per CDC light trap

per night in houses with screened doors and windows. There is 56% fewer anopheline in

houses with screened doors and windows compared to those without intervention (ratio of

means 0.44, p = 0.02). There is also 54% reduction in indoor density of culicine in houses

with screened doors and windows compared with control houses (mean ratio 0.46, p = 0.002)

(Table 3).

Table 3. The efficacy of doors and windows screening on indoor densities of mosquitoes in

Arba Minch Town, southwestern Ethiopia (July – December, 2016).

Anopheline Culicine Overall

Control*

Mosquitoes* 95 1374 1469

# (Walad 95% CI) 0.79 (0.49, 1.25) 11.32 (9.11, 14.07) 12.08 (9.84, 14.82)

Screened**

Mosquitoes* 42 633 675

# (Walad 95% CI) 0.35 (0.22, 0.57) 5.26 (3.11, 8.14) 5.61 (3.69, 8.53)

Mean ratio 0.44 0.46 0.46

% reduction 56 54 54

p 0.02 0.002 0.001

Mosquitoes*= number of collected, # Mean number of mosquitoes per CDC light traps per night,
control*= households used as control, screened**= households in intervention group.
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4.5 Durability of screening doors and windows

At time of home visit after eight months of screen installation, 59.6% (n = 28) of screen

doors were closed and 74.5% (n = 35) of respondents mentioned that screen doors were

closed at or before 5 pm. There was a difference in damage of netting on doors and windows

screening. Window netting was 100% (n = 47) intact after eight months of installation

whereas 14.9% (n = 7) of netting on doors had some damages (with less than three holes).

From the damaged door netting, 57.2 % (n = 4) were caused by rusting and 71.4 % (n = 5)

were on the lower part of the netting. Sharp materials and domestic animals were also

mentioned as a cause of damage. The wooden frame of both windows and doors screening

were intact and the doors were closed tightly with no gaps large enough for mosquitoes to

pass through.

The proportion of closed screened doors after eleven months of screen installation were

70.2% (n = 33). The percentage of closing screen doors before or at 5 pm were 87.2 % (n =

41). The damage of doors netting was higher (36.2%; n =17) when compared with 2.1% (n =

1) windows damage. Most (88.2%; n = 15) of the damaged screen doors netting had less than

three holes, whereas 11.8% (n = 2) had three holes. Only one window netting is severely

damaged due to accident (fall of tree) and the rest 97.9% (n = 46) were intact after eleven

months of installation. Most (76.4 %; n =13) of the damage on doors netting was due to

rusting, 11.8 % (n = 2) were caused by sharps and the rest 11.8 % (n = 2) were due to

domestic animals and children. Most (82.4 %, n = 14) of the damage to door netting after

eleven months were in lower part of the screen. There was no damage of wooden frame of

window screen after eleven months except a house with disjoined frame in door screen and

no action is taken by inhabitants of damaged door netting for maintenance.

4.6 Community acceptance of screening doors and windows

In-depth interview with 24 purposely selected voluntary head of households were conducted.

All of the interviewee was from intervention group, among which eight were female and

sixteen were males.

Most participants believed that screening doors and windows are beneficial intervention by

protecting from indoor mosquitoes and houseflies. Thus, many participants noticed a
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reduction in indoor mosquitos and housefly after installation of screening and explained the

reduction in mosquitos and the reduction of housefly.

“This is why I have peacefully slept at night” and “the children can have their meal without

disturbance during day time’’

Some mentioned that screening was reduce indoor dust and dirt as well as improve privacy

and indoor temperature at night. It was justified by the participants as netted door doesn’t

necessitate being open to have adequate house light and air flow.  The participants also

explained that they open the main door to have adequate light and air flow before the

intervention have been in place. However, a few others complained slight increase in

temperature inside house when screened door closed at day time.

None of the participants were mentioned a change in the use of bed net after installation of

screening. Many of participants reasoned the continued use of bed net as even there is

reduction, few mosquitoes get access to house and appreciated that both intervention work

together more effectively. However, some said screening was more beneficial since it had

additional advantage such as reducing indoor houseflies’ density.

Majority of the participants believed that, even though there were no efforts to keep it clean

and intact, the screening can last about 2 to 3 year without impairing houses appearance and

were mentioned that they were asked by their neighbor about where to find it to buy. Some

reminded that damage by domestic animals and children can reduce the life span of door

screening. A few participants have mentioned that they have made changes in housing after

screen installation to prevent mosquito entry, such as closing wall opening with mud. The

appearance of houses were ‘‘beautified” or “the house look better than before” as some

commented by their friends. Most of the participants were recommended that it is better to

provide for all households since it was beneficial. Almost all participants were willing to

continue using mesh screened doors and windows by maintaining damage but they are

concerned with availability of materials and cost.
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5 Discussions

Previous study in Arba Minch Town measured the entomological indices of malaria vector

indicated that screening doors and windows with wire-mesh reduced the sporozoite rate of

An. arabiensis by 41% and it’s EIR by 70 % (Getawen, 2016). This study (the extension of

pervious study) mainly measured the incidence of clinical malaria among inhabitants in

screened doors and windows and unscreened houses. The inhabitants of house with wire-

mesh screening had fewer episodes of clinical malaria compared with inhabitants in

unscreened houses. The PE of screening doors and windows from the episodes of clinical P.

falciparum malaria was 61% with the AR of 0.15 clinical P. falciparum malaria episodes per

person-year at risk. Houses screening is protective for inhabitants form host seeking

mosquitoes when they are in the house and it was durable and well-accepted intervention.

This result indicated that screening doors and windows reduce the episode of clinical malaria

among inhabitants. There are limited studies (that measure association of housing

intervention and clinical malaria in all age group) to compare results of current study.

However, one randomized controlled trial in The Gambia showed screening to be effective in

reducing the level of anaemia (clinically relevant measure of malaria in children in the

setting) in children (Kirby et al., 2009). The result of a recent systemic review and meta-

analysis of observational studies showed that inhabitants of modern houses had 45-65 %

lower odds of clinical malaria when compared with traditional houses (Tusting et al., 2015).

Comparable reduction (39%) in malaria incidence was also seen among inhabitants of

modern houses compared to traditional homes in Uganda (Wanzirah et al., 2015). Similarly,

children living in highest quality houses had a lower (67.6%) malaria incidence compared

with children in lowest quality houses in Tanzania (Liu et al., 2014). Thus, housing condition

is one of the key determinates for indoor malaria transmission and housing intervention,

screening doors and windows are proved to be preventive for inhabitants from clinical

malaria.

In this study, screening doors and windows have reduced house entry of mosquitoes. In

houses with screened doors and windows, there was 56 % fewer An. arabiensis and there are

also 54 % fewer female culicine mosquitoes. This finding is conceded with the finding from
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The Gambia (Kirby et al., 2009) that the mean number of An. gambiae s. l., the principal

malaria vector, was reduced by 59% in houses with full screening (screening doors and

windows and closing eaves). While slightly lower reduction was achieved in rural Ethiopia

(Massebo and Lindtjørn, 2013), that screening doors and windows, and closing openings on

eves and wall by mud reduced the indoor densities of An. arabiensis by 40%. This might

explain that in urban setting where doors and windows are relatively suitable for screening

and the door screening are closely feet with fewer gaps for mosquitoes to pass through,

which increase the efficacy of intervention. A comparable reduction (47%) in house entry of

An. gambiae s. l. was achieved in houses with screened ceilings compared with unscreened

houses in The Gambia (Kirby et al., 2009). In western Kenya, ceiling modification with

papyrus mats reduced (78–80%) house entry by An. gambiae s. l. and the indoor densities of

An. funestus by 86% compared to unmodified houses (Atieli et al., 2009).

The screening of doors and windows is a durable method for preventing houses entry of

mosquitoes and incidence of malaria. However, there is a difference in the durability of door

and window netting both at 8th and 11th months. The result concedes with that of screened

windows suffered little or no damage but screened doors suffered greater damage in The

Gambia (Kirby et al., 2009). This might explain that the door netting face high challenges

during house entry and exit and also may be associated with poor housing quality that expose

the netting to rain at lower part, which result rusting of wire-mesh and easy damage.

However, in repeated screening, the number of intact door netting was increased in The

Gambia that is suggested to be due to people in the second year had learnt about the

advantages of screening from the first year of the study and looked after the screens better

(Kirby et al., 2010).

Screening of doors and windows are well appreciated intervention for reducing indoor host

seeking mosquitoes. As mentioned by most of respondents there were reduction in indoor

number of mosquitoes and houseflies. In addition of these house screening were thought to

reduce indoor temperature and dust as well as improve privacy. With those perceived benefit

most of participants mentioned that they are willing to continue using screening intervention

by maintaining damage. This result supports the finding from The Gambia (Kirby et al.,
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2010); participants recognized that screening stopped mosquitoes and other insects entering

their houses and most were willing to continue the use.

This study has several strengths and limitations. The randomization, allocation of participants

into control and intervention groups based on baseline data was believed to minimize

allocation bias and reduce the variation between groups, except the intervention. To reduce

incomplete measurement, ACS checklist with demographic characteristics of all participants

was prepared and used during each home visit. To avoid over estimation due sensitivity of

RDT, positive case were confirmed by microscopy examination. In addition, blinding

(making secrete the pervious results from next examiner) were made to reduce observer bias.

The CDC light trap was used for mosquito sampling in all houses both in intervention and

control groups which is believed to be less subjected to bias. The limitation of this study was

the use of only active case surveillance that may lead in loss of passive case and less episode

of clinical malaria than expected.
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6 Conclusions and recommendations

6.1 Conclusions

Screening of doors and windows reduced indoor malaria transmission by 61% compared to

un-screening. Similarly, houses with screened doors and windows had 56% fewer anopheline

and 54% fewer culicine mosquitoes than houses without screening on doors and windows.

63.8 % of screened doors and 97.9 % of screened windows were intact at eleven months of

installation. Screening of doors and windows are well appreciated intervention for reducing

indoor host seeking mosquitoes. Thus, screening of doors and windows are effective, durable

and well-appreciated means to reduce indoor malaria transmission.

6.2 Recommendations

 Screening doors and windows with wire-mesh can supplement the malaria control

interventions for further reduction and ultimately to eliminate malaria.

 Malaria control programmers and people at risk can use screening doors and windows

to reduce indoor density of malaria vectors and malaria transmission in addition to

IRS and LLINs.

 House screening intervention can be used for to reduce indoor density of houseflies

and to prevent associated diseases.

 Further research could be considered in broad setting on different housing

improvement and in the way how to scale-up for wider community.
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Annex

Annex 1: Participant information sheet and consent form

Arba Minch University Post Graduate Studies Department of Biology

Medical Entomology and Vector Control

Principal investigator: Temesgen Ashine

A. Participant information sheet

1. Introduction

My name is Temesgen Ashine, I am conducting research as part of my honours degree in

Medical Entomology and Vector Control at Arba minch University. My research is titled as

the effect of house screening intervention on indoor malaria transmission and its durability

and community acceptance in Arba Minch Town, Southwestern Ethiopia: a randomized trial.

Your house is selected randomly with other to participate in this research.

I would like to invite you to take part in this research study. Before you decide you need to

understand why the research is being done and what it would involve for you. Please take

time to read the following information carefully. Ask questions if anything you read is not

clear or would like more information. Take time to decide whether or not to take part.

As you know malaria is one of health problems in your area. And different prevent measures

were taken but it still exist. This research is focused on additional preventive measure

(screening of windows and doors) that intended to assess the preventive effect of improving

housing and its community acceptance and durability. I hope this research will provide

important information on effectiveness, community acceptance and durability of improving

housing in preventing malaria for rational decision making by concerning bodies.

2. Purpose

This research is conducted in the partial fulfilment master’s degree in medical entomology

and vector control. Since this research is conducted in full willingness and big concern about

the problem on the community with your generous and voluntary participation it will produce

crucial information about effectiveness, durability and community acceptance of improving

housing on malaria. This information will help the concerning bodies to make decision to
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incorporate screening of windows and doors as a supplemental malaria vector control

measure.

3. Procedures

If you agree to participate in the study, laboratory technician and nurse will visit your home

every two weeks for six months. During the first visit you will be asked some questions

about malaria. The blood will be taken by finger prick form family membrane who have

malaria symptom at time of visit. The blood sample will be tested with rapid diagnostic test

(RDT) to identify for the presence of Plasmodium species. Malaria /RDT positive individuals

will be provided with free charge treatment according to the national malaria guideline.

Additional blood sample will be obtained by finger prick and slides will be prepared for

further microscopic investigation to be read by signor laboratory professionals.

Adult malaria vector will be collected by Center for Disease Control and Prevention (CDC)

light traps. The CDC light traps will be hanged in your bed room while you are sleeping in

insecticide untreated bed net on the foot end of your bed in evening at 18:00 and it will be

collected in the morning 6:00 AM every four weeks for six months. We will also have focus

groups discussion about improving housing to enumerate your filling about it. The screening

on your windows and door will be observed every two month to assess its intactness’s.

4. Voluntary participation

Your participation is will be decided by you (it is your choice to participate or not). During

the study, you can choose not to answer any particular question or provide the blood

specimens or allow using your house for mosquito collection. A decision not to participate or

to withdraw from participation will not affect the relationship with Arba Minch University

and medical care service at health post or health center in any way. If you do agree to

become a study participant, you can withdraw from study at any time (verbally).

5. My responsibility

I will provide you with treatment free of charge if you tested positive for malaria. The

information you provided will only be used for this research alone and no one can access

your name beside research team. The research team will provide you with necessary
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information about malaria if you want and depending in your question. I am responsible to

make sure that all the above where done.

6. Your responsibility

You are expected to abele your house for CDC light traps and your family membrane who

where take part in this research for physical examination and blood sample collection. The

CDC light traps will be placed at evening and collected in the morning every month. The

blood sample will be collected every two weeks from only those who increased body

temperature.You will also asked same interview question about two time or more to know

you’re filling about screening.

7. Discomfort and risks

You may feel same discomfort during finger prick for blood sample. The CDC light trap may

have some sound and light disturbance overnight.

8. Benefits

You may be benefited in participating in the study with free diagnosis and treatment of

malaria during the study period. When the expected results of the study are known you and

your community may be benefit from the decision to be made by concerning body to use

screening as supplemental malaria vector control intervention.

9. Confidentiality statement

The records concerning your participation are to be used only for the purpose of this

research. Your name will not be used on any study forms or labels on laboratory specimens

or in any report result from this study. Any information obtained in connection with this

study will be kept strictly confidential. Only members of the study team will have access to

information linking your name with your study number. Any information obtained in

connection with this study will be kept strictly confidential.

10. Result publication and dissemination

Data from the study will be kept for a minimum of one year after publication of the results.

11. Is there any question which is not clear?
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Consent form

1. Consent form for head of households

1-Is all information given above clear to you?     Yes                      No

2- We understand all procedures of the study. His/her participation is completely based on

willingness. We were also told that he/she will lose nothing for not participating in the study

and he/ she have full right to discontinue providing information at any time of data collection

and all information he/she will provide will be kept confidential. So, are you willing to

participate in the study?     Yes                      No

If yes, your Signature ______________________________

2. Consent form for the participant ≥18 year old

1- Is all information given above clear to you?     Yes                      No

2- I understand all procedures of the study. My participation is completely based on my wish.

I was also told that I will lose nothing for not participating in the study and I have full right to

discontinue providing information at any time of data collection and all information I will

provide will be kept confidential. So, are you willing to participate in the study?

Yes No

If yes, your Signature ______________________________

For any question contact- Temesgen Ashine (principal investigator)

Tel mobile- 09-13-30-03-60

Email- temeashine@gmail.com

Thank you for your willingness to participate in the study!!!
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Annex 2: Sample Active Surveillance Checklist

Arba Minch University Post Graduate Studies Department of Biology

Medical Entomology and Vector Control

Principal Investigator: Temesgen Ashine
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Annex 3: In-Depth Interview Questioner for Community Acceptance Study

Arba Minch University Post Graduate Studies Department of Biology

Medical Entomology and Vector Control

Principal Investigator: Temesgen Ashine

Note: After introductions, but before starting the questioning, have the consent.

I namely, _________________________, declare that all the information given below are

correct and completely based on my willingness. I was also told that I will lose nothing for

not providing the information needed in the study and I have full right to discontinue

providing information at any time of data collection and all the information that I going to

provide will be kept confidential. So, I declare my willingness by putting my sign her

___________________ Date ______________________

Direction: -

1. Proceed questioning starting from Q1 in order they are.
2. For each question listed below fill the response of the provider word by word in the

space provided.
3. Record all the response as much as possible.

Questions

I. How long has your house had the screening? ____________________months.
II. Effect of screening on: -

A. Comfort, mosquitoes and other insects density
1. Since having the screening, have you noticed any differences when
you are inside your house? _____.

a) Probe: Any differences at night, what differences have you
noticed and why do you think they have happened? (Any differences
in your sleeping- has your sleeping been different and if yes, then why
do you think these differences have happened?)
________________________________________________.
b) Probe: Has the screening made any other differences?
(Number of mosquitoes, other insects, etc.)
__________________________________________.

B. Mosquito net use
1. Do you have a mosquito net? ___________; If say yes; then Probe:-
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a) Is it you who usually sleeps under the net or someone else?
______________________________.
b) Why do you (or they) sleep under a net? ______.

2. Has your use of the net changed at all since you had the screening
installed? ____.

a) Probe: Do you (they) sleep under it now? _______________.
1. If yes: why?

_______________________________________________.
2. If no: why no longer sleeping under the net? ___________.

III. Problems with doors
A. Before you had your door installed screening, did you keep your doors closed
or open during the day? ___________________________________________.

1. Probe: Why did you keep your doors open/closed? _____________.
B. When your houses were screened, did you told anything about keeping doors
closed? __________, If yes: what were you told? _____________________.
C. Since the screens were installed have you been keeping your doors closed all
the time during the day or do you still leave them open sometime? __________.

1. For those who now close doors, Probe: has this caused any
problems? If yes; what are the problems? ________________________.
2. For those who still leave the doors open, Probe: why don’t you
close the door? What problems does it cause when the doors are closed?
______________________________________________________.

D. What about at night? Before the screening did you have your doors open or
closed at night? _________.

1. Why did you have your doors open/closed at night? ___________.
E. Since the screens were installed have you left your doors open or closed at
night? _____.

1) If closed, Probe: have there been any problems with keeping your doors
closed? ______________________________.

2) If open, Probe: why do you still leave the doors open? _________________.
IV. Perception of screening on appearance of house

A. Since the screening was installed have you made any other changes to your
house? _____.

1. If yes, Probe: what changes? Why did you make these changes? ____.
2. Have you made any changes to improve the screening since it was
installed? _________________.

a) If yes, Probe: what changes? How have they made things
better? _____________________________________________.
b) If no, Probe: Do you think there are any changes that could be
made to improve the screening? ____________________________.

B. Overall what effect do you think the screening has had on the appearance of
your house? Has it made it better, worse, or made no difference? If say better &/or
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worse then ask them to explain why they think it has made it look better/worse.
________________________.

V. Ease of upkeep
A. You have had your netting for __________ months now, have you had any
problems in keeping them in good condition? _______________________.

1. If yes, Probe: what problems have you had? What did you do about
these problems? ______________________________.
2. If no, Probe: have you had any holes in your netting? If yes, Probe
again: what caused the holes? What have you done about it?
_____________________________________________.
3. If no mention of keeping netting clean, Probe: has the screening
stayed clean? ________________.

a) If no, Probe: how long after it was installed did it get dirty?
Have you done anything about it? (If nothing then Probe again: what
would you like to do about it and why haven’t you done it?) ______.
b) If yes, Probe: how long do you think it will stay clean? Have
you thought about what you will do when it gets dirty? ___________.

VI. Replacement
A. From your experience over the past, how long do you think it might be before
you need to have new netting on your doors and windows? _____________.
B. Is this type of netting available locally? ________________________.

1) If no, Probe: is there something else that could be used instead? _______, if
yes: how much would it cost to replace the netting? _______________.

2) If yes, Probe: how much would it cost to buy the netting to cover your doors
and windows? _______________.

C. How long do you think the doors & windows will last before the wood needs
replacing? ____________.
D. How much do you think it would cost to replace the wood doors and windows
frames? _____________.
E. Altogether how much do you think it would cost to replace the screened doors
and windows? ________.
F. How does this price compare to the price of a mosquito net? _____________.
G. How does this screening when compare with the mosquito net, is it better,
worse or just different? _______, what are the difference ____ and similarities_____.

VII. In summary
A. Overall what are the good things about the screening? _________________.
B. Have you had any other problems with the screening or any concerns about
them? ____________.
C. Do you have any questions for us? _________________________________.

Thank You!!!
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Amharic version of in depth interview questioner

የስምምነት ማረጋገጫ ቅፅ

እኔ አቶ/ወ/ሮ ________________________________________ በአርባ ምንጭ ዩንቨርስቲ መዲካል

ኢንተሞሎጂ እና በኪተሪ ቁጥጥር የሁለተኛ ዲግሪ ተማሪ ተመስገን አሸኔ የመመረቂያ ጥናታዊ ጽሑፍ በመስኮትን እና በር

የወባን ትንኝ እንዳያስገባ በሚከላከል ሽቦ በመጋረድ በቤትውስጥ የሚገባውን የወባ ትንኝ መጠን እና የወባ በሽታ ስርጭት

ላይ ያለውን አስተዋፅኦ ጥናት ለማድረግ ስለፈለጉ በእኔ ቤት በርና መስኮት ላይ የሚደረገውን የወባ ትንኝ መከላከያ

እንዲሰሩ ፈቅጃለሁ፡፡ በተጨማሪም የወባ ትንኝ መከላከያ አልጋ አጎበር አጠቃቀም እና ሌሎች ጥያቄዎችን ለመመለስ

ፍቃደኛ ስሆን ማንኛውም የምሰጠውምላሽሚስጥሩ የተጠበቀ እንደሆነ እና ጥናቱን ካልፈለኩ በማንኛውም ግዜ ማስቆም

እንደምችል የተገለጸልኝ ስለሆነ ይህ የወባ በሽታን ለመከላከል የሚደረገው ጥናት በቤቴ እንዲካኤድሙሉ ፍቃደኛ መሆኔን

እገልፃለሁ፡፡

ፊርማ ________________________________________________________

መጠይቆች

1) በቤቶት ቤር እና መስኮት ሹበው ከቴገጤመ ምን ያህል ጊዜ ይሆናል ? _____________________፡፡

2) የሹቦው መገጤም ያስከቴለው ተፅኖ

A. በምቾት፤ በቤት ውስጥ የወባ እና ለሎች ትንኞችን ከመቀነስ አንፃር
1. ሹቦው ከተገጤመ ቦኃላ እቤት ውስጥ ስትሆን/ኝ የተገዘብከው/ሸው ለውጥ አለ__________፡፡

a. ጠይቅ፤ ማንኛውም ለውጥ በማታ ምን አይነት ለውጥ ተጌነዘብክ/ሽ እናም ለምንሳ
የተስሰቴ ይመስልሃል/ሻል፡፡ ለምሳለ በእንቅልፍ ወቅት ____________________፡፡

b. ጠይቅ፤ ሹቦው ያስከቴለው ለላ ለውጥ አለ፤ ለምሳለ በቤት ውስጥ የወባና ለሎች ትንኞችን
ከመቀነስ አንፃሪ______________________________________፡፡

B. በአልጋ አጎበር አጠቃቀ አንፃሪ
1. የአልጋ አጎበር አለህ? ______________________________፡፡ አው አለ ከሆኔ ጠይቅ፤
a. አንቴ ነህ ወይስ ለላ ስው አጎበሩ ውስጥ የምያድራው? ________________________ ፡፡
b. ለምን አንቴ / ለሎች አጎበር ውስጥ ያድራሉ? _____________________________፡፡

2. በቤቶት ቤርና መስኮት ላይ ሹቦው ከተገጤመ ጀምሮ በአጎበር አጠቃቀም ላይ ለውጥ አለ?___፡፡
a. ጠይቅ፤ አንቴ/እነሱ አጎበር ውስጥ አሁን ታድራላችሁ ?_________________________፡፡

1. አው ከሆነ ጠይቅ፤ ለምን?_____________________________________፡፡
2. አይ ከሆነ ጠይቅ፤ ለምን ?____________________________________ ፡፡

3) ከቤር ጋር ተያይዞ ያሉ ችግሮች

A. የሹቦው ቤር ከመገጠሙ በፊት በሮችን ቀን ቀን ክፍት ነው የምትተውት ወይስ ትዘጉታሌችሁ?____፡፡
1. ጠይቅ፤ ለምዲነው በሮ ክፍት/ዝዓ ___________________________________፡፡

B. የሹቦው ቤር በምገጠምለት ወቅት፤ የሹቦውን ቤር ዝግ ማድራግ እዳለባችሁ የተነገርላችሁ ነገር አለ?
________፡፡ አው ከሆኔ፤ ምንድነው የተነገራችሁ? __________________________፡፡
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C. የሹቦው ቤር ከተጌጠመ ቦሃላ፤ የሹቦውን ቤር ቀን ቀን ሁለ ትዘጉታላችሁ ወይስ አሁንም አንዳንድ ክፍት
ትተውታላችሁ? ________________________________________________፡፡

1. አሁን ለምዘጉት ጠይቅ፤ መዝጋቶት ያስከተለው ችግር አለ? ካለ ጥቀሳቸው _________፡፡
2. አሁንም ለማይዘጉት ጠይቅ፤ ለምንድነው የማትዘጉት? ስትዚጉት ምን አይነት ችግር ያመጣል ?

_________________________________________________________፡፡
D. ማታስ? የሹቦ ቤር ከመገጣመ ቤፍት ቤሮችን ክፍት/ዝግ ታራጉታላችሁ?_______________፡፡

1. ለምንድነው ቤር ክፍት/ዝግ የምታራጉት ________________________________፡፡
E. የሹቦው ቤር ከቴገጠቤ ቦሃላስ በሮችን ማታ ማታ ክፍት/ዝግ የምታራጉት ?_____________ ፡፡

1. የምዘጉ ከሆኔ ጠይቅ፤ ከመዝጋቶት ጋር ተያይዞ ያለችግር አለ ? __________________፡፡
2. ክፍት የምያርጉ ከሆኔ ጠይቅ፤ ለምን አሁንም ቤር ክፍት ትተውተላችሁ _____________፡፡

4) የሹቦው መገጠም በቤቱ ገፀተ ስላስከተለው ለውጥ ያላቸው እይታ

A. የሹቦው ቤር ከተጌጠመ ቦሃላ በቤቱ ላይ ያደራጋችሁት ለውጥ ነበር ?______________ ፡፡
1. አው ከሆነ ጠይቅ፤ ምን አይነት ለውጥ ? ለምንድነው ለውጥ ያደራጋችሁት? ____፡፡
2. የሹቦውን የመከላከል አቅም ለማጎልቤት ያደራጋችሁት ለውጥ አለ? _______፡፡

a. አው ከሆነ ጠይቅ፤ ምን አይነት ለውጥ? እንደት ሹቦውን የተሸለ ያደርጋል? __፡፡
b. አይ ከሆነ፤ ጠይቅ የሹቦውን አቅም የተሸለ ለማድርግ የምያስፈልግ ለውጥ ያለ

ይመስለል ? ___________________________________፡፡
B. በአጠቃላይ የሹቦው መገጠም በቤቱ ገጽታ ላይ ምን አይነት ተፅኖ ያሳደራ ይመስላል? የቤቱን ገጽታ

የተሻለ አድርጎታል ወይስ የባስ መጥፎ ወይስ ለውጥ የለውም ? የተሻለ/መጥፎ የምሉ ከሆነ እንዳት?
ግለፀ ______________________________________፡፡

5) የሹቦው ቀይታ በተመለከቴ/ የሹቦው ቆይታ (ዕድሜ) በተመለከቴ )

A. አሁን ሹቦው ከተገጠመ _______ወር ሆኖታል፡፡ የሹቦውን ደንነት ከማስጠበቅ አንፃር ያጋጠመ
ችግር አለ? ________፡፡

1. አው ከሆነ ጠይቅ፤ ምን አይነት ችግሮች አጋጣሙ? ለመፍተትስ የወሰድከው እርምጃ ምንድነው?
_________________________________________________________፡፡

2. አይ ከሆነ ጠይቅ፤ በሹቦው ላይ ቀዳዳ ተፈጥሮ ነበር? ___________________፡፡ አው ከሆነ
በድጋም ጠይቅ፤ ምንድነው የቀዳደው? እናንተስ ምን አደራጋችሁ?________________፡፡

3. የሹቦውን ንፁህና ካልተጠቀስ ጠይቅ፤ ሹቦው እስከ አሁን ንፀሁ ነው? _____________ ፡፡
a. አይ ከሆኔ ጠይቅ፤ ሹቦው ከተገጤመ ቦኃላ ለመቆሸሽ ምን ያህል ጊዜ ቆየ? እናንተስ ያደራጋችሁት
ነገር ነበር ? _______________________________________________፡፡
1. አይ ከሆነ ጠይቅ፤ ምን ማድራግ ትወዳላችሁ እናስ ለምን እስከአሁን አላደራጋችሁም? _፡፡

b. አለ ከሆነ ጠይቅ፤ ምን ያህል ጊዜ ንፀሁ ሆኖ የምቅይ ይመስላል? ስቆሽሽ ምን ማድራግ
እዳለብህ አስበ ታቃለህ? ____________________________ ፡፡

6) ሺቦውን ስለመቀየር

A. እስከ አሁን ካየሄው፤ ቤርና መስኮት ላይ ያለው ሹቦ መቀይር እስከምያስፈልገው ምን ያህል ጊዜ
የምቆይ ይመስልኃ? ___________________________፡፡

B. እንደዝህ አይነት ሺቦ ጌበያ ላይ የምገን ይመስሊሃል ? _______________________፡፡
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1. አይ ከሆነ ጠይቅ፤ ሹቦውን ተክተን መጠቀም የምንች ነገር አለ ?________________ ፡
፡ አው ከሆነጠይቅ፤ ሺቦውን ለመቀየር ምን ህል የምፈጃ ይመስልሃል ?__________ ፡፡

2. አው ከሆነ ጠይቅ፤ ለቤር እና መስኮቶች የምበቃ ምን ያህል የምፈጀ ይመስልሃል ?__፡፡
C. በሼቦ ቤርና መስኮት ላይ ያሉቲን ጣውላወችን መቀየር እስክያፈልጋቸው ምን ያህል ጊዜ የምቆዩ

ይመስልሃል? __________________________________________፡፡
D. የሹቦ ቤርና መስኮት ጣውላወችን ለመቀየር ምን ያህል ገንዘብ የምፈጀ ይመስልሃል ?_______ ፡፡
E. በአጤቃላይ የሺቦ ቤርና መስኮት ለመቀየር ምን ያህል ገንዘብ የምያስፈልግ ይመስልሃል?_____፡፡
F. ይህን ገንዘብ ከአጎበር ዋጋ ጋር ስናነፃፃር ምን ይመስልሃል? _____________________፡፡
G. የሺቦ ቤርና መስኮት ከአልጋ አጎበር ጋር ስናነፃፀር ምን ይመስልሃል የተሸለ የባስ ወይስ ልዩነት

የላቸውም _______፡፡ ልዩነታቸው ምንድነው ______፡፡ እና በምን ይመሳሰላሉ _______፡፡

7) ማጠቃለያ

A. በጥቅሉ የሺቦ ቤርና መስኮት ጥሩ ጎፎቸ ምንድናቸው _________________________፡፡
B. ከሺቦው ቤርና መስኮት ጋር በታያዜ ያጋጠመህ የተለየ ችግር እና ተጨማር የምትነግራን ከሌ __፡፡
C. እኛን የምትጠይቀው ማንኛውም ጥያቀ ከለ? _______________________________፡፡

እናመሰግናለን !!!
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Annex 4: Checklist for Assessing Durability of Screening Intervention

Arba Minch University Post Graduate Studies Department of Biology

Medical Entomology and Vector Control

Principal Investigator: Temesgen Ashine

House code _________ Family; Male _____Female _____ Total _____

Date ____/______/______ Round________

S
.
N

Questions Opti
on

Type screening
Door Window

1 Does the doors are open at
the time of survey?

Enci
rcle

1. Yes
2. No

2 When do you close the
screen door?

Fill _____________ local
time

3 Why do you close the
screen door?

4 What kind of care do you
take to prevent damage of
screening?

Enci
rcle
all

resp
onse

s

1. Taking care for netting when handling sharp
2. Take care of children when they are near the

netting
3. Take care for domestic animals when they are

near the netting
4. Don’t  pushing the netting to open the door
5. Using the door kickboards to open the door
6. Keeping the door closed whenever possible
7. Other, specify,

_____________________________________
_

5 What is the condition of the
screened door and windows Enci

rcle

1. Intact
2. Have some damage (with < 3 opining)
3. Is badly damaged (with >= 3 opining)

6 If 2 or 3 is encircled for Q5,
how many opining are
there?

Enci
rcle

1. One   2. Two 3.
Three

4.      Four 5. Five 6.
More than five

1. One   2. Two 3.
Three
4. Four 5. Five 6. More
than five

7 Length of each opining in
Q6 in cm (measure it) Fill

8 Width of each opining in
Q6 in cm(measure it)

9 What are the cause of
opining in netting?

1
0

Can we prevent the
damage?

Enci
rcle

1. Yes 2. No 3. Not
know

1. Yes 2. No 3. Not
know

1
1

If yes for Q10, how?
Fill
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1
2

Where is it? the opining
(place on netting)

Enci
rcle

1. Upper part
2. Mid line
3. Lower part

1. Upper part
2. Mid line
3. Lower part

1
3

What intervention is taken
to maintain the screening Fill

1
4

The condition of the
wooden framework of the
screened door and windows

Enci
rcle

1. Intact
2. Disjoined or

broken frame
3. Frame and netting

is disjoined

1. Intact
2. Disjoined or

broken frame
3. Frame and netting

is disjoined
1
5

If there is any disjoined or
brake, what is the
diameter? (length * width )

Fill

1
6

The condition of the
wooden battens that held
the screened door and
windows in place

Enci
rcle/
Fill

1. Intact
2. Broken
3. Other, specify

__________

4. Intact
5. Broken
6. Other, specify

__________

1
7

Is there any change that
you noticed in mosquitos’
density after damage of
screening?

Enci
rcle

1. Yes      2. No        3. I haven’t noticed

1
8

If Yes for Q17, how? 1. Increase 2. Decrease

Name                             Responsibility                           Sign
Filled by ____________   _____________________     _________________

Checked by _____________   _____________________     __________________


